




Editorial

The GYYR Team

As the founder and active member of Gan Yisroel Year-Round Levi has dedicated
hundreds, if not thousands, of hours ensuring that the campers of Gan Yisroel
retain the warmth and Chayus that they receive in Gan Yisroel. It is therefore our
greatest pleasure to honor him on his special day with a Gan Yisroel Year-Round
magazine dedicated to the amazing life of Levi Shemtov.

Levi's exceptional love and dedication to Gan Yisroel is well-known throughout
the world, he is a true example of how a staff member and head staff member in
Gan Yisroel is meant to be. Being the kind and generous person he is, Levi shared
that passion with so many campers and staff whos lives have been forever
changed.

Gan Yisroel year-Round has taught the world how to truly utilize and hold onto
something to its fullest, not to let one drop go to waste, we wish Levi that he
should continue to live by example, utilizing every moment of his life for good. 

We are confident that we will be seeing Levi again in Admas Kodesh in the near
future.

"Knowing that I'll be back next year, and relive my dreams..."
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When Levi was young...When Levi was young...

Levi was born in West
Bloomfield, Michigan on the 18th
of Kislev 5756.

Levi was a very friendly child, his
teachers always had only good to
report to his parents, he would
often be seen during recces going
around to the other kids in his
class sharing his snacks and
telling jokes! 

He loved to laugh, every week he
would look forward to Shabbos
when him and his older brother
Mendel would put on a
Shmaryunkee for their younger
siblings.

When he was six years old his
mother noticed him looking
through a Sefer, upon asking him
what he was looking for, he
replied that he was reading the
'Shmusen' and it was speaking
about the smallest word in Torah,  

Levi being the smart and curious
boy he was, decided to go and
find the word inside! He loved
reading the 'Shmusen' it is his
favorite book till this very day! In
general he was a big reader
growing up and he is still is
today! Levi can read anything 
from a book to a street sign!
Recently he received his official
license to drive a car and now he
reads street signs as he drives,
always making sure to stay safe
on the road.

Levi always had a natural talent
for music, from a young age he
would listen to Niggunei
Hisvaddus and walk around his
house humming to the
Niggunim. Even before Levi can
speak properly he would sing
random words that he knew at
every opportunity he had!

Levi always had a passion for
Hafatzos Hamayonis, he would
always be extra friendly with the
guests at his Shabbos table and
always made sure to leave a good
impression on them. His best
friend from his childhood, Ilene,
had a Chavrusah with him each 

Shabbos in the little Midrash says,
Levi would always make sure to
add all the details that were
missing in the book.

His parents always knew that he
was a special child, but as he got
older, it became more apparent
that they have a special soul in
their hands, continue reading this
magazine to learn about different
stages in Levi's life and he evolved
to become the Levi Shemtov that
we know and love.

EXPLORING LEVI'S CHILDHOOD
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Our story takes us back to 5763, Levi Shemtov
was then a young boy living in West Bloomfield
Michigan, it was a simple time for Levi,  he was
not yet introduced to what would become his
life source for many years to come.

That summer his parents sent him to Gan
Yisroel for the first time. Levi was a natural
camper, always by meals and davenings. He
paid attention by learning class, obeyed all the
rules of camp, and was pretty decent at sports
(at watching his friends play that is). Levi was
the epitome of a happy camper.

One day the head counselor of camp walked
into the A-frame (the A-frame is an iconic
structure of the old campgrounds in Kalkaska,
MI (Oh how it pains my heart to need to specify
this to someone who spent a summer in Gan
Yisroel…)) and he saw Levi staring at the
ceiling. He asked Levi if everything is alright.
Levi screamed back at him “1,248!” The head
counselor was clearly confused so Levi
explained: “That's how many planks of wood
are in the A-frame, 1,248!”

The head counselor quickly called Rabbi Moshe 

Shemtov, the chief director of Gan  Yisroel, and
told him “Mark your calendar! the summer of
5781 will be epic!”

That summer the directorship of Gan Yisroel
paid very close attention to Levi, he noticed the
smart and creative way Levi dug the ditch to the
lake, he wasn’t like other campers, he was
clearly on a higher level!

Another thing they noticed is the way Levi
managed to sleep so comfortably on mushy
carpets, it was clear that this is what Gan
Yisroel was looking for. (This was noticed
inside an arcade on the grand trip where they
found Levi snuggled behind a game
machine…)

On the last day of camp as Levi was packing, he
felt an urge to say goodbye to Gan Yisroel in a
real way. Levi walked outside of his trailer (Yes!
they used to sleep in trailers, can you imagine!),
looked at the lake, and cried. Levi felt a spark of
Gan Yisroel light up inside his heart and he
knew that Gan Yisroel will be with him for the
rest of his life.

How Levi Shemtov, a kid from West Bloomfield, Michigan became the

one and only Gan Yisroel man we know and love today!
 

This article was originally published in the Gan Yisroel Year-Round weekly

blog titled "Secrets from the Head Staff"
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The summer of 5779 was a truly
special summer, the campers went
home on a high that only Gan
Yisroel Detroit can create. That
summer Levi Shemtov was the
Chossidel admin and had the
Zechus to add a true Chassidishe
Varimkeit to camp, not wanting
this to end Levi was adamant that
something had to be done for the
campers to ensure that Chayus of
camp will not dwindle down
throughout the year.

The previous summer Levi was part
of an after camp Chosidel program
to watch videos of the Rebbe while
writing Hanchos, but naturally that
dwindled

down over the year. Levi wanted to
start something new, something
that will continue throughout the
entire year!

After discussing his feelings with
many people that Levi looked up
to, a practical and simple solution
was reached - every week before
Shabbos a staff member will send a
short voice note to the parents
whatsapp group for the campers to
listen to!

Not wasting a moment, Levi called
his trusted friend Levi Katz to
discuss the idea and make it
happen. The first step was to come
up with a name for the program.
At first they decided on the name
“keep the ball rolling” but other
people brought up that it wasn't so
catchy. Levi decided to start by
writing a message to the parents
group and hopefully they'll decide
on a name soon, as Levi was
writing the message it popped into
his head “Gan Yisroel Year-
Round!” 

it was a perfect name and it was
catchy, they were all set to launch
the program that will change Gan
Yisroel forever!

The following Shabbos at the Ohel,
Levi was thinking about the
different programs they can do on
the Whatsapp group when a new
idea came to him - a weekly
publication sent to the group, just
like we had in Gan Yisroel! Levi
quickly spoke to Levi Katz who
agreed to take on the project.

After discussing the idea with
other people it was decided that it
should be printed and shipped to
the homes of every camper and to
make it more practical it'll be once
a month. Three days later the first
draft of the first GYYR magazine
was ready. Two weeks later on the
night before Yom Kippur the first
magazine was shipped out to the
homes of every single camper. 

From there it didn't stop, as the
months flew by the group became
more popular, the 

"What started as a simple project of Chossidel turned into a massive Mossad
in its own right""



magazines became bigger,
programs were added to the
magazines and kids were loving
every second of it. 

There were many times that the
staff of Gan Yisroel were in doubt,
"it's already Adar, do we really
need to continue making
magazines?" Every time Levi was
hit with one of these questions he
became stronger and greater, only
adding more of his time and
Chayus into the program.

Another accomplishment of Gan
Yisroel Year-Round that year was
the now famous Gan Yisroel Year-
Round theme song.

For years it bothered Levi, why are
all goodbye Gan Yisroel songs sad?
why cant there be a song about
leaving Gan Yisroel in a positive
way? Levi knew that Gan Yisroel
Year-Round is real, when a camper
leaves the physical grounds of Gan
Yisroel, he's not leaving anything
behind, he is taking it with him
forever. Gan Yisroel is more than a
physical location, it's more than a
one month program in middle of
Kalkaska, Michigan!

With the help of Mendel Vogel a
brand new song was created, a
song that shed a positive light on
what it means to leave camp and
what it means Gan Yisroel is Year-
Round! That song is now sung
each year in many camps.

Boruch Hashem Gan Yisroel Year-
Round lasted the entire year with 

the final magazine being sent for
the month of Tammuz, just days
before the campers returned for
another amazing summer in Gan
Yisroel.

Although this shocked many
people, Levi was not shocked in the
slighest, he had no doubt that Gan
Yisroel Year-Round would strive
throughout the entire year and
continue for many years to come.

Levi's love for Gan Yisroel is well known throughout the world

Friendships I have made in camp
Things I heard in learning class
Late-nights, line-up, color war...
I'm starting to ignore 

The care and closeness I have
gained
The hiskashrus I’ve attained 
Strong hachlatos I have made
Slowly seem to fade

I came back home full of chayus 
Missing Rambam? There's no
way!
Picturing the Rebbe’s face is how I
start my day
But time goes on, life is busy
Friends and homework plus much
more
Do I really need to keep on acting
like before…?

The Gan Yisroel Year-Round Theme Song

Buuuuuuuuut......
The Rebbe’s camp - Gan Yisroel -
is not meant to be
Just a memory from the past -
part of history
The point of camp isn’t just the
fun - the sports or lake 
Rather to become a Chossid, and
forever changed X2

Now I make a firm decision - I
will carry forward
All the precious gifts and missions
I’ve received this summer
I’ll continue to farbreng and keep
up my hachlatos
Knowing with a certainty the
Rebbe’s having nachas 
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THE LEVI
SHEMTOV
GAN
YISROEL
TIMELINE

תשס"ג

Levi Goes to Gan Yisroel for his first
summer as a camper! His life was

changed forever!

תשע"ג

Levi now with his experience, led the Mishnayos Baal Peh
department of Gan Yisroel! Levi was famous that summer

for accidentally breaking out a trip and for playing the
Shamash in the now famous staff play of 5772!

תשע"ד-ע"ה

Levi returned to Yeshivah for 2 summers, although it
was not easy for Levi to leave, ultimately it was the right

decision to spend his summer learning Torah.

תשע"ו

Levi headed the educational department
of KvutzaYud Beis, he was honored for
his heroism and devotion by the staff

banquet at the end of the summer.

תשס"ד

Levi returned to Gan Yisroel after loving
his previous summer! Levi now knew
that this would be his forever home

תשע"ז

Levi was the head counselor of what
is known as the most successful

BMD program of the 21st century!

תשע"ח

In addition to being a learning teacher
Levi brough the Chosidel program to a

whole new level! In the 3 weeks Levi
was a Head counselor!

תשע"ט

Levi ran the only and most successful
2-week camp program in the history
of Gan Yisroel! In the second month

he was the Chosidel admin.
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תשס"ה

Levi was fully involved in Gan Yisroel on a whole new level. In the
campers write section of the journal Levi wrote: “I like my

counselors, I like my learning teacher, I like activities and I like
learning class and I had a lot, a lot of fun!”

Bunk Kuf Gimmel

תשס"ו

Levi’s bunk cheer is a song he cherishes
till this day “Hey is for horses, horses eat
hey, we are the horses so get out of our

way!!”

Bunk Hei

תשס"ח

Levi’s last summer as a camper, on
the last day of camp Levi vowed to

return very soon!

תשע"ב

Levi returned to Gan Yisroel for his first summer
as a staff member, he spent his summer helping

around Gan Yisroel doing whatever was needed of
him to make the summer succesful

תשס"ט-ע"א

Levi spent these 2 summers
learning diligently in Yeshivah

BMD

תשס"ז

Found in the 5767 journal: Quotable
Quote “Do I get a picture of the Rebbe?”
In 20 years “M.P.B. director” (see 5772)

What If Levi “used a blanket.”

Bunk Ches

תש"פ

Levi transformed a simple
campground in Walkerville, Michigan

into a home for Gan Yisroel for 5
whole weeks as head counselor!

תשפ"א

Levi led Gan Yisroel as head counselor
in the main camp which ultimately

was his final summer as a staff
Member in Gan Yisroel לע"ע.
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Levi loading up on Kool-Aid together with
campers on a Runaway

Caught on Camera!
Levi Shemtov's top Gan Yisroel moments captured on film

Celebrating back-to-back color war wins
with a fun day at the lake!

Showing up to a campers Bar Mitzvah in
full Gan Yisroel attire..

They say age is just a number... Levi
Shemtov plays in sand on a trip!

Levi has the special power to stop
anywhere in the world and just think

Levi used his filibustering skills when the
busses didn't show up...
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Levi gets a surprise visit from his tatty in
Kalkaska!

Levi's after his first time rolling down the
sand-dunes

Levi found a new friend and is proud to
show it to the world

Levi as a Yoetz in the two-weeks color war
of 5779

Levi's world-famous acting skills being
displaed live to a group of campers

There's nothing better than wrapping
yourself in a blanket on a warm day
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"Knowing that I'll be back next year and
relive my dreams!"

 Studying the Color war songs after the
grand sing.

Building bunk beds for the staff of Gan
Yisroel

Keeping Admas Kodesh at the right
temperature is very important

Levi is also a 5-star chef! His favorite dish
is fish sticks...

Things don't just happen, it takes a lot of
very hard work...
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To the ohel they arrive hand in hand 
Zalmy and his father, they stand
A letter to the rebbe they write 
Thoughts and feelings do express at last 
Just as they have done in the past
 
Emotions too much to control 
Feelings he cannot contain
Fathers memories of days gone by
A farbrengen a mincha the whole
atmosphere 
Of a life that was different then here
 
Zalmy looks to his father surprised 
Why are there tears falling from your
eyes
Uplifting and precious this time must be 
Why so dejected you seem
 
Here in the rebbes holy presence
What more could be better then so
I can’t comprehend why there is so
much yearning
For that which is past and ago
 
Oh listen my zalmy I remember the time
We’d all see the rebbe and how he’d lead
us
The darkness we live in is not meant to
be - A rebbe is meant to be seen
Veinienu sierena malchusecha 
this assurance that keeps my hope right

To the Ohel
T. T. T. O. Mimkomcha

תשע"ב

The Shul at 770
T. T. T. O. Ya'ale

A collection of camp songs written by Levi Shemtov
over his years in Gan Yisroel

that once again soon we will be with our
father 
our Rebbe clearly in sight

The Shul at Seven- Seventy, is filled with
childrens song,
The Rebbe looks at him with eyes so
clear and strong,
Years later see tough times, in mind this
memory shines,
That special moment many years ago

To "Dollars" he does heas, his last hope
for releif,
He passes the Rebbe's place, the
meeting's all so breif,
He feels do forlorn, but he is called once
more,
"To new beginings!" he hears with
disbeleif

The Rebbe's sensitivity, exists until this
very day,
We need to open our eyes, to see the care
that he displays
As a shepard, he gives stregth - to carry
through the night,
He holds each one, by the hand,
Guiding - till we'll see the light

Bu Rebbenyu, that's not enough, 
we need to see you physically,
Have mercy on your children here, 
and quench their strong thirst finally,

We fear that we may now forget, 
the connection that we need,
The cource of life from which
Chassidim feed

Ahei!
Rebbe how I wish to learn from you,
Concern and care for every single Jew,
Ignoring how outside appearance seems,
I now it could be hard, but looking up
to you,
I get the strength I need to carry through
X2

A Blazing Sun
T. T. T. O. Hoaderes Vihaemunah

A blazing sun scorches dessert sands,
Camps of Jewish tents line the plains,
Cries of war-disturb, the serenity,
Hateful troops approaching the terrains.

"Tzei Viheelacheim” Moshe orders him,
This battle does-depend on you,
Pro-cee-ding-alone, without his leader
there,
Yehoshua still does not despair.
‘Cause–

Chorus: His perspective is his Rebbe’s,
Guiding him along his every stride,
Through unearthing his timeless mes-
sages,
Adopting for himself his teacher’s mind.

תשע"ו
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When doubt arises, in his Shlichus,
An answer he-needs-to have at hand,
Assuring he stays true to his mission,
On this foundation, he must stand.
That–

Chorus: His perspective is his Rebbe’s,
Guiding him along his every stride,
Thru unearthing his timeless messages,
Adopting for himself his teacher’s mind.
When doubt arises, in his Shlichus,
An answer he-needs-to have at hand,
Assuring he stays-true to his mission,
On this foundation, he must stand

In the forest Stands a soldier
Listening to his commander,
On a tough mission he is sent
To fight and to succeed

He walks away in frustration
Troubled in deep confusion,
He cannot help but feel unsure
Is this what he must do?

“I don’t begin to understand
Why listen to demands,
I’d rather be on my own,
And just be left alone!
“I do not feel, I do not care,
My passion does not lie here,
All this trouble to go through
Is this something I should do?”

Aha! A moment a second – 
That’s all he needs to conclude:
My entire purpose is fulfilling 
what my leader says that I must do,
The command that I just received 
is the purpose of my being,
Though I do not comprehend or feel 
– I will carry on with zeal
A soldier in the army doesn’t pick and
choose 
– nor does he refuse
With such a soldier a commander leads
theway!

The feeling is not what counts
What matters is the bottom line
Through the mission I receive
A connection I achieve
We are the Rebbe’s Mentchen
Without asking “why” or “when”
To see our Shlichus through
And greet Moshiach Tzidkeinu

I Stand for Hours
T. T. T. O. Chamol

I stand for hours absorbing words so
bright,
Soaking in his presence filled with light,
From all the thousands standing there,
the Rebbe turns my way,
L’chaim V’livracha he does say.

Entering the Rebbe’s heiligeh room,
He looks at me and sees me through and
through,
His guidance shows the way, directs my
every day,
In his presence I know I belong.

But now that I don’t see, I feel so
confused,
Overwhelmed with pain, I fear I can’t
continue,
Darkness fills my soul, my strength is
not the same,
My heart cries out if only I could be –

In the time I used to hear the Horaos oh
so very clear,
The care I would receive, that personal
connection,
I know you’re with me now, but my
senses won’t allow,
To feel the close connection as before

But I look around and see your koach
growing stronger,
From around the world they come to
you – to receive your bracha,
Looking deeper I can see you continue
to carry me,
Our bond is real – transcends all
boundaries

In truth the Rebbe lives, each year that
passes more and more,
It’s up to us to rise up and reveal the
essence of our souls,

Riding So Many Hour
T. T. T. O. Achas (Avraham Fried )

Riding, so many hours
In a car a son and his father do sit
Thru the night, till the morning
sunshine
Finally to the Rebbe they do arrive

Tatty, why must we travel 
So very often to be by the nasi hador?
I’m away from school, my friends and
my bedroom,
A connection with him at home I can
have

Because he is our father 
And we are his only children 
Together with him we belong, here we
belong
To him we are constantly drawn

Shivti Bveis Hashem,
"Ut Dos Iz Er" so my place is here,
Until my dear Rebbe I will see, Also
with my eyes,
To his presence I will be near

תשע"ז

In the Forest
T. T. T. O. Nashi Krami

תשע"ח
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Immersing ourselves in his Torah and
advice,
Igniting our whole being with his light

But that is not enough, we must go out
and bring along
The message of our nossi to the heart of
each and every one
‘till every yid attains a connection that’s
revealed
Then our mission will have been
fulfilled

A binder i noticed, stowed away with
care
it seems like it contained a secret, what
could be in there?
Looking through the papers, a treasure i
find
letters that have guided him, my father
through his life

Sholom Uvrocho, the rebbe’s havtacha
encouraging and validating,
oh, my heart starts aching
blessings for a simcha, resolving a
dilemma
the tears start to form in my eyes

Father is so lucky that he has received
personal attention, clear to be seen
but all i see is darkness
how can i really know
i wish that such attention to me would
be shown

Sitting near my father he looks deep in
thought
i wonder what is he thinking, what is
going on
then all of a sudden he turns to face me
“my son you should know that i’m
jealous of you”

The letters you write, how you pour out
your heart
in front of your rebbe like a soldier you
stand
learning rambam each day, as the rebbe
taught you
with dedication mivtzoyim you do 

My son, my dear son, you’re so young
and so pure
the deep connection you have with the
nosi hador

This song was written on the
night of color war in the first

session of Gan Yisroel this past
year, for whatever reason the

team made a decision to go along
with a different idea for a song,

thus this song was never released. 
 

It is our honor and privelage to
release this song now in honor of

Levi's wedding

your unwavering devotion, your pshitus
is gold
i wish that such peshitus would be
found in my soul

Learning About the Rebbe Daily
T. T. T. O. Tasheiv Enosh

Learning about the Rebbe daily, 
Videos watched together nightly,
the atmosphere in camp
is to follow in his ways

But to me this life seems so far,
I don’t feel involved when I take part,
Though I wish I did
It does not excite my heart

I will not be Nispoel from my lack of
feel and thought
though I don’t appreciate, I’ll follow
what I’m taught
Fulfilling all my missions, with devotion
carefully
I’ll be the feet that carry out his will

Now looking back I see
This decision made the change,
A new Geshmak and Chayus
In Hiskashrus I’ve attained

The actions I have done, transformed
The way I think and feel,
My entire being is now ruled by his will.

תשע"ט

A Binder I Noticed
T.T.T.O. 

תשפ"א

My artists’ hand I use to draw
Comics for kids to learn torah

My sweet voice,
Each yomtov sings
And the elderly rejoice.
 
With humor and
Dramatic tone
My storytelling
 
I’ve been gifted with great skill
To explain chasidus well.

We’ve all been given special talents
By Hashem, we aim to use them

To ignite the hearts of Jews
Our mission carried through

Each Yid is reached in different ways
We use our talents to make sure
That no one’s left behind 
In this Golus
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לזכות החתן הרה"ת לוי יצחק
והכלה מרת אסתר

שיחיו שם-טוב
 

יה"ר שיבנו בית בישראל
בנין עדי עד על יסודי התורה והמצוה
כפי שהם מוארים במאור שבתורה

זוהי תורת החסידות
כרצון קודשו ולנחת רוח של כ"ק אדמו"ר זי"ע

 
נדפס ע"י

ה"סטאף" וה"קעמפערס"
של מחנה גן ישראל
לאורך כל השנים


